TOUGHBOOK IN ACTION.
THE ANSWER IS "YES": GFK AUSTRIA IN THE FIELD
WITH PANASONIC TOUGHBOOKS.

"Excuse me, but would you have a few
minutes for a survey?" Employees of GfK
Austria (Gesellschaft für Konsumforschung
or the Association for Consumer Research)
ask this question daily in the field as they
research the latest consumer and market
trends. GfK Austria is the leading research
institute in Austria for industry, commerce,
services and media, and belongs to one of
the leading global market research
networks. The company's philosophy"Grow through knowledge, innovation and
progress" - explains why over 200 GfK
interviewers are equipped with the best
notebook for the job: the Panasonic
Toughbook CF-T5.

www.toughbook.eu

TOUGHBOOK IN ACTION. THE ANSWER IS "YES": GFK AUSTRIA IN
THE FIELD WITH PANASONIC TOUGHBOOKS.
ONE TOUGH NOTEBOOK - ONE
TOUGH ASSIGNMENT

HIGH QUALITY WORK
GUARANTEED

GfK interviewers receive their survey assignments from the
organization's head office in Vienna. Once they accept a job,
they log on to the main server via modem using their
Toughbook, where they can quickly access a detailed
assignment profile. "It's possible to integrate UMTS/HSDPA
into the Toughbook CF-T5, but we prefer to use the telephone
lines instead - otherwise geographic irregularities like
mountains and valleys can really interfere with the
transmission of job materials," explains Peter Pusam,
Division Manager of GfK Austria. Interviewers can then
confirm their assignment by downloading the so‑called ratio
®
schedule. And with the 1.2 gigahertz of the Intel Core™
®
Solo U1400 processor and the Intel 945 GM Express
notebook chipset, users can take full advantage of high
processing power.

Questionnaires are completed directly on the laptop with the
CF-T5's touchscreen. The CF-T5 has proven to be particularly
useful in handling "closed questions" - questions that can
only be answered "yes" or "no". But because answer boxes
always appear on the display in the same location, other
notebooks frequently showed signs of wear. And as the
calibration changed, the risk of repeated data entry greatly
increased. "Thanks to the Toughbook display's special
screen protector, we don't need to worry about that
anymore," says Pusam. In the end, however, it was more
than just rugged features that tipped the final decision in
favour of Panasonic Toughbooks. It also came down to their
excellent battery performance. With a top running time of up
to 14 hours, interviewers can use the Toughbook CF-T5 to
conduct numerous surveys without needing an external
power supply.

SAFE AND FLEXIBLE IN THE
FIELD
Interviewers often work in busy public areas where laptops
can easily get bumped or jarred by accident. To guard against
this, a practical carrying strap is attached to the bottom side
of the CF-T5, ensuring a secure grip and ease of use. But
even if the Toughbook should happen to fall, the solid
magnesium shock resistant case and the special foamprotected hard disk can protect valuable data against drops
of up to 30cm. Interviewers also appreciate the light weight
of the CF-T5 while conducting street surveys. Weighing only
1,510 grams, it is the ideal companion, particularly for timeconsuming interviews that are done while standing.

Once GfK employees have completed their assignments, they
can upload questionnaires from their Toughbooks to the
main server in Vienna by telephone modem for evaluation. At
the same time, they can see whether new assignments have
been posted. And, if they have, GfK workers have yet another
opportunity to pose that familiar question to the next passerby. "Excuse me, do you have a moment...?"

